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Abstract

Jefferson Lab is building a free-electron laser (FEL) to
produce continuous-wave (cw), kW-level light at 3-6 µm
wavelength.  A superconducting linac will drive the laser,
generating a 5 mA average current, 42 MeV energy electron
beam.  A transport lattice will recirculate the beam back to the
linac for deceleration and conversion of about 75% of its
power into rf power.  Bunch charge will range up to 135 pC,
and bunch lengths will range down to 1 ps in parts of the
transport lattice.  Accordingly, space charge in the injector and
coherent synchrotron radiation in magnetic bends come into
play.  The machine will thus enable studying these phenomena
as a precursor to designing compact accelerators of high-
brightness beams.  The FEL is scheduled to be installed in its
own facility by 1 October 1997.  Given the short schedule, the
machine design is conservative, based on modifications of the
CEBAF cryomodule and MIT-Bates transport lattice.  This
paper surveys the machine design.

1   INTRODUCTION
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (Jefferson
Lab) is building a cw, kW-level, 3-6 µm free-electron laser
(IRFEL, hereafter called the IR Demo).  Its purpose is two-
fold: to assess the applicability of the technology for scaling to
higher-power devices for potential industrial and defense
applications, and to provide a source of intense picosecond
infrared light pulses for studies of laser-solid interactions.

An FEL extracts power from a preaccelerated electron
beam.  Since electron-beam power scales in proportion to its
energy and current, compact high-power FELs profit from
high-gradient acceleration of high average current. Because
superconducting rf (srf) cavities accelerate beam at cw
gradients significantly larger than normal-conducting cavities
afford, and because their low surface resistances and large
beam apertures are ideal for acceleration of high average
current, the IR Demo's design is based on srf technology.
Moreover, wherever possible, the IR Demo incorporates
technologies known to be scalable to high average power.

This paper summarizes the accelerator design and trades
which lead to the chosen operating point, and it assesses key
technical risks.  It also provides a guide to other Conference
papers that give details concerning the design.

2  IR DEMO DESIGN
The IR Demo, pictured in Figure 1, comprises a 10 MeV
injector and a 32 MeV linac to produce a 42 MeV, 5 mA

electron beam for use in lasing.  Beam requirements are listed
in Table 1.  After lasing, a high-acceptance lattice transports
the electron beam back to the linac for deceleration down to
10 MeV, then to a dump.  Thus, 75% of its energy is put back
into rf power for use in accelerating other electrons, thereby
reducing rf power requirements, waste heat, and radiation.

Figure 1.  Schematic of IR Demo.

Table 1:  Beam Requirements at Wiggler for 1 kW Lasing

Energy 42 MeV
Average current 5 mA
Bunch charge 135 pC
Bunch length (rms) 1 ps at 135 pC
Peak current 50 A
Transverse emittance (normalized rms) 13 mm-mrad*
Energy spread (rms) 210 keV
Longitudinal emittance (rms) 50 keV-deg
Pulse repetition frequency 37.425 MHz
Energy stability (rms) 4x10-4

Timing jitter (rms) 10  /f **-8
m

Current jitter (peak-to-peak) < 2%
Beam-position jitter (rms) 100 µm
Beam-angle jitter (rms) 250 µrad
Dispersion < 2 cm
Horizontal betatron function (at entrance) 47 cm
Vertical betatron function (at center) 50 cm_______________
*allows 3rd-harmonic lasing; 20 mm-mrad suitable for 3 µm.
**f  is the modulation frequency of the jitter.m

To reduce cost and schedule, the IR Demo incorporates
where possible components that are commercially available
and/or are standard in Jefferson Lab's nuclear-physics
accelerator (CEBAF) [1].  The injector [2] comprises a 350
kV cw photocathode gun driven by a commercial Nd:YLF
laser [3], followed by a copper buncher cavity and a CEBAF-
type 1497 MHz srf cryounit [4] to generate an average
accelerating gradient of 10 MV/m, boosting the beam to 10
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MeV.  The accelerator uses a full CEBAF-type 1497 MHz srf
cryomodule [5] to generate an average accelerating gradient
of 8 MV/m, boosting the beam to 42 MeV energy.  Two
commercial 50 kW klystrons power the injector's cryounit.  A
commercial wiggler [6] and modifications of CEBAF's rf
system, control system, and safety system are also included.

By using CEBAF-derived components, modified for
high-current operation, we take advantage of Jefferson Lab's
experience with building, installing, and operating the 42
cryomodules comprising its 4 GeV accelerator [1].  Beam
impingement must also be kept low (<5 µA at >25 MeV) to
mitigate radiation damage, shielding requirements, and
electronic noise.  Low beam loss, aided by intrinsically large
apertures of srf cavities and by designing large apertures into
the electron-transport system, also supports safe hands-on
maintenance.  The recirculation lattice is likewise based on a
mature design, that used in the MIT-Bates accelerator [7].

Some simplified scaling arguments will illuminate
the choice of accelerator parameters in Table 1.  FEL power
is just the average power in the electron beam multiplied by
the average extraction efficiency and the optical cavity out-
put coupling efficiency.  Obviously each should be as high
as possible to maximize the laser power.

Electron-beam power is the product of energy and
current.  Considerations like rf-window power handling,
beam loading, cathode lifetime, and commercial availability
of high-voltage power supplies led us to choose 5 mA for
the injector's design current.  A cryounit and cryomodule
operating at plausible average gradients of 10 MeV/m and 8
MeV/m, respectively, yield 42 MeV energy.  The average
electron-beam power is therefore 210 kW.  Increasing the
beam energy would deliver shorter laser wavelength but at
additional cost for the accelerating structures.

The extraction efficiency is -(4N) , where N is the-1

number of wiggler periods [8].  Decreasing N increases the
extraction efficiency but also increases the energy spread of
the exhaust beam and decreases the gain.  The lattice can
accept nominal 5% energy spread with low-loss transport
[9].  The exhaust energy spread in most existing FELs is -8
times the extraction efficiency, implying N>40 is desirable.
We chose N=40 because this also provides reasonable gain.

High optical cavity output coupling efficiency is easy
to achieve in the mid-IR since low-loss optical substrates
and coatings are available.  Low gain requires low output
coupling for efficient lasing, leading to high mirror loading
and low output coupling efficiency.  Our goals are >30%
small-signal gain and >90% output coupling efficiency.

Some electrons will be in tails of the phase-space
distribution and not contribute to lasing.  Experience has
shown that the fraction of beam which contributes to the
laser is from 80% to 90%.  Assuming 80% is useful, an
extraction efficiency of 0.625% and an output-coupling
efficiency of 90% will provide -1 kW laser power.

The electron-beam quality required for 3 µm
operation follows from standard design formulas [8].  A 40-
period wiggler has energy acceptance (5N) =0.5%.  The-1

normalized emittance must satisfy , c (8 /4B to ensure then r

electrons are inside the optical mode.  For 42 MeV beam
((=83) and 8  = 3 µm, the maximum emittance is 20 mm-r

mrad.  For third-harmonic lasing at 1.6 µm the emittance
should be below 10 mm-mrad, and also the energy spread
should be below (15N) =0.17%..  These may be difficult to-1

achieve, but third-harmonic lasing at the 100 W level is
feasible with an emittance of 13 mm-mrad and an energy
spread of 0.25%.  PARMELA simulations affirm this
emittance is achievable; machine impedance and beam-
breakup thresholds are also well within budget [9].  With 13
mm-mrad emittance, a 50 A peak current provides sufficient
gain for stable laser operation.

We are adapting a commercial 74.85 MHz drive
laser to 37.425 MHz using an electro-optic modulator as a
compromise between required cathode quantum efficiency,
peak current, and beam quality.  A lower repetition rate
would produce more gain but with poorer beam quality and
less margin for quantum efficiency.  A higher repetition rate
would provide insufficient peak current. 

Beam-stability requirements were chosen to satisfy
FEL stability requirements.  Current and timing jitter cause
laser-power fluctuations, while beam-pointing jitter can lead
to laser-pointing jitter and mode-quality degradation.
Energy jitter causes spectral broadening and wavelength
jitter.  The electron beam is matched to the intrinsic wiggler
beta function in the horizontal direction and is matched to
the optical-mode profile in the vertical direction.

A spreadsheet incorporating semianalytic formulas for
gain and extraction efficiency and benchmarked against
simulations was used to estimate performance sensitivities
to critical parameters [10].  Sample results are shown in
Table 2.  As expected, reduced electron-beam power leads
to reduced laser power.  The power is much less sensitive to
the emittance and non-output-coupling losses in the optical
cavity.  The gain is relatively insensitive to most design
parameters with the exception of peak current.

Table 2:  Sensitivities to Critical Parameters (at 8  = 3 µm)r

Parameter Degradation* Power Gain
e-beam energy**-10% -10% small rise
average current -25% -25% 0%
emittance +25% -2% -14%
output cavity loss+50% -4% 0%
                                
*  Represents plausible deviations.
**  10% energy degradation yields 20% longer wavelength.

Given the design for energy recovery with low beam
loss, instabilities arising from fluctuations of the cavity
fields are a concern.  Energy changes can cause beam loss
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on apertures or phase oscillations during beam transport
with concomitant changes in the beam-induced voltage in
the cavities that can lead to unstable variations in the
accelerating field.  An analytic model of the instabilities,
including amplitude and phase feedback, and numerical
simulations both suggest that, given microphonic noise of
amplitude typically found in CEBAF, the rf control system
appears to be adequate for stable and robust operation [11].

3  TECHNICAL RISKS AND PLANS
Principal technical risks are operation of the high-brightness
injector and achievement of energy recovery from the high-
power electron beam while lasing.  Space charge is
important along the injector beamline, and the cryounit will
be heavily beam-loaded.  If necessary, the injector can be
operated at twice the planned pulse-repetition rate and half
the charge per bunch to mitigate space-charge effects [12].
If cathode lifetime becomes a concern, an alternative
cathode or cathode-preparation procedure can be used.
Though energy recovery has been demonstrated
experimentally [13], the approach has never been
implemented with high-power beam.  A scraper is located
in the first leg of the first recirculation bend as a precaution
against beam loss.  Specifications were established that
permit the scraper to serve as an excellent
energy-distribution and halo diagnostic, in addition to being
a safeguard for machine protection.

Coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) will be present
in the magnetic bends and potentially cause growth in the
transverse emittance [14].  Estimates indicate growths of
about 10% in each optical chicane surrounding the wiggler,
and about 50% in each recirculation bend [15].  Concerns
about CSR-induced beam degradation motivated placement
of the wiggler at the exit of the linac rather than following
the first recirculation bend, resulting in a correspondingly
larger machine footprint. However, the calculations carry
considerable uncertainty, and the machine is an ideal
platform for CSR experiments.  Parametric studies of
emittance growth in the bunch decompressor following the
wiggler and in the first recirculation arc are planned.
Stringent beam requirements and plans to study CSR and
space charge necessitate extensive diagnostics for
commissioning and operating the IR Demo [16].

The wiggler location also permits early first light, i.e.,
5 µm light at -100 W cw power without energy recovery
using a 1.1 mA beam .  The IR Demo will incorporate an
upgraded power supply for the klystrons driving the
cryomodule, thus enabling them to run at 8 kW rather than
their 5 kW CEBAF specification.  Moreover, the wiggler
placement establishes symmetry in the recirculation arcs
and back leg, simplifying energy recovery [7].

Construction is scheduled to be complete by 30 Sep
97, with commissioning to start on 1 Oct 97.  Target dates

are: early 1998 for initial data on CSR, spring 1998 for first
light, and summer 1998 for high-power operation.  While
turning on the machine, we will no doubt learn much about
producing and transporting high-brightness electron beams.
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